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 Qs about earlier lecture?  Mine or others’

 Recap : why do EM and related approaches fail?
 Lots of unlabeled data -> always [or at least often] converge 

to same solution
 “Problem” is that people label objects
 Always same solution cannot always be right…

 More generally : wrong assumptions may get you in 
trouble
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 Always have to make some assumptions on the data
 Or do we?
 Realize that choice of classifier is already an assumption
 So can we leverage that?
 Let us study if and in what sense this might be possible…

 Firstly, we look at performance on the data at hand

 Secondly, we only consider strictly safe techniques
 Those that never get worse than the supervised version for 

every instantiation of the data!
 Fairly strong assumption [why would we want this?]
 And worse in what sense?  
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 Which classifier is trained such that it optimizes the 
error rate?
 They don’t exist really / they typically are not considered

 Also, dipping basically shows there is little hope that, 
generally, we can improve in terms of error rate
 Or accuracy or AUC etc.
 One can indeed proof that such is impossible
 But if a classifier optimizes particular loss, we can at least 

study how that loss behaves in semi-supervised setting
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 I sketch and discuss two particular constructs to obtain 
insight in this matter

 Projection estimators
 Sketch the general idea
 Also geometrically
 Try to get the gist across
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 Minimax estimators
 Basically equivalent to projection estimation
 Start from true risk and introduce empirical risk
 Consider the two-class setting
 Make clear what is the difference between supervised and 

semi-supervised settings
 How to estimate? : contrast and pessimism

 Make clear that difference will never be larger than 0
 Discuss when do we have strict inequality?
 And what does it mean if the inequality is not strict
 What does it mean if strictness is not possible?
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 So, what can we show in the end?

 Safety is possible for classical classifiers like NMC, LDA and 
QDA, for classifiers relying on L1 and L2 losses, and for many 
generative models

 It is not possible for SVMs and logistic regression [how very 
unfortunate]
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 In conclusion?
 In some cases, we can do a lot; give strong guarantees
 But in others, it seems there is little SSL can deliver
 Realize, however, that we considered the rather stringent 

setting of safe SSL for every data instantiation

 Three things to consider
 It might work for non-loss based classifiers
 More general theoretical headway is still possible : e.g. we 

could ask for “safety in the average”
 If we can make fair additional assumptions on the data — if 

we understand the data we are dealing with — unlabeled data 
can help a lot [but don’t blindly trust the tools you use and 
study your data!]
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